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R O E CK AS YOU READ, THINK ABOUT: What is this story really about—a space rock, or something else?



W



a mad tic ficti e-up s on seems tory that real



BY ROLAND SMITH



“It is not the man who craves little, but the man who craves more who is poor.” —Seneca



e live on a farm near the town of Rock Creek. My daddy was born and raised on the farm, as was his daddy and his daddy’s daddy. I guess you could



say that we’ve been here just about forever, trying to make a go of it. It’s hard, though, and a lot of folks have given up and moved away, including my best friend, Teri Ellis, who told me that Rock Creek would be a ghost town in five years, and that the name would be taken right Andrew Penner/E+/Getty Images (Background); istockphoto.com (Smiley Face)



off the state map. When I told Daddy this, he laughed and said, “Ghosts make fine enough neighbors. All I



This is a doublenegative and is not for use in formal writing. In fiction, writers sometimes break grammar rules for effect. Can you find other examples of this in the story?



ever wanted was this farm and a good family, and I’m staying put.” The day the rock fell from outer space I was feeling melancholy. It was the Thanksgiving holiday and Teri had just moved away. The truck was busted so we couldn’t go nowhere. Mama and Daddy were worried about money. My sister had a new boyfriend. And my twin brother (I beat him into this world by nearly six minutes) was up in our room sleeping, so I couldn’t go in and play my music, which usually helped chase my blues off. I moped into the kitchen and found Mama cleaning the cupboards out, which she always did when we had money troubles. You don’t bother Mama when she’s cleaning the cupboards. I went to my sister’s room. She was on her bed talking on the phone, smearing makeup on her face. She told me to git. I wandered outside to the barn to talk to Daddy, but he was talking to his truck. You don’t disturb Daddy when he’s talking to his truck. I walked back outside and called The Dog (that’s his real name), but he didn’t come. See how it was?







How would the meaning be different if the author had written “I strolled into the kitchen” instead?
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Just one of those blue winter days that looks like it’s going to stretch out forever. I walked down to Rock Creek, which runs between our fields, and found it frozen over except for a couple of deep pools with darting fish and cold crawdads. And that’s where These crustaceans, also called “crayfish,” are found in fresh water and look like small lobsters.



I found The Dog. He was sitting under an oak tree staring up into the branches. Looking down at him was a tired raccoon. I grabbed The Dog’s collar and pulled him away and told him he shouldn’t be treeing poor raccoons. We were standing there, The Dog and me, when I heard it. Boom! Then whump-whump-whump like a flat tire, but louder. Something passed overhead— like a thundercloud—but it was moving much, much faster. Bam! Thunk-thunk-thunk. Next came silence, a deep and frightening quiet, as if the Earth and everything on it was holding its breath. I looked down at my hand, which was still grasping The Dog’s collar, but The Dog was no longer in it. Somehow he had freed himself. I wasn’t blue anymore. I was scared. My legs were shaking so bad that I struggled to climb to the top of the embankment. I heard Mama and Daddy hollering, but I was too petrified to holler back.



Thunk Thunk Thunk Do you know the name of this literary device? (Hint: It’s hard to say five times fast.)



Mama was the first to reach me. “What happened?” I couldn’t seem to talk, so I pointed at the brown gash etched in the snow that covered the back field. Daddy showed up then, huffing and puffing, with a cut on his forehead. “What happened?” Mama asked him. He wiped the cut with his handkerchief. “Nothing. I banged my head on the truck when I heard the explosion.” He looked at me. “You OK?” My sister came along next, shivering, cold cream on her face, rubber boots up to her bony knees. “What did you do?” I was still pointing. Daddy considered the gash stretching across the field, then started following it. We followed a few steps behind until we came to the end and what appeared to be a large black rock, half buried in the frozen dirt. “Airplane must have broke up,” Daddy said. “Lucky it didn’t hit the house.” “Lucky it didn’t hit Karl,” Mama said, then she and Daddy stared at me with a peculiar a little boy. I didn’t protest. “Space rock,” Brother said. In all the commotion, we hadn’t seen him walk up. He was the



What does this detail reveal about Brother’s character?



only one dressed for the cold—wool coat, hat, mittens. “Wish I’d been awake to see that.” “Space rock?” my sister asked in disbelief. Brother ignored her. He yanked off one of his mittens with his teeth and pulled a magnet out of his pocket. (Only Brother would have a magnet in his pocket.)
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expression. Suddenly, Daddy picked me up and held me tight like he hadn’t done since I was



He got down on his knees. “Don’t touch that,” Mama said. He ignored her too and stuck the magnet on the rock. The magnet stood straight up, like a soldier at attention. “Meteorite,” he said. “A meteor?” Daddy asked in amazement. “Meteorite,” Brother corrected. “Meteors are what you see streaking across the sky. When they hit the Earth’s atmosphere, they break up and become meteorites.” “A shooting star,” I said. “If a star fell on Earth, we wouldn’t be standing here. There was a meteor shower last night, which is why I was up so late. I bet I saw a thousand of them.” We all looked up at the winter sky. “What are you going to do with it?” Brother asked.



What literary device is the author using here?



“The rock?” Daddy said. “I’ll have to pull it out. I’d hate to think what it’d do to my combine.” Brother laughed. “I don’t think you’re going to have to worry about the combine anymore.” He pointed to the space rock. “That meteorite is worth a million dollars.” Daddy stared at Brother like he had lost his mind.



T



he Dog did not come home for three days. Then he would not go into the barn, where we had put the meteorite. People came by every day, though.



Reporters, politicians, astronomers, geologists, people from town. Sometimes they came in the middle of the night. “I know it’s kind of late,” they’d say, knocking on the door, “but my family and I drove 800 miles to see your meteorite. . . .” Daddy never complained. He would smile and take them to the barn and show them our rock from outer space. If they seemed hungry, Mama would feed them. I started writing a poem about our fallen star. I didn’t get very far, because Daddy couldn’t seem to make up his mind about what to do with it. He’d disappear for hours at a time, and we’d find him in the barn, all quiet and serious, staring at the rock. The rock weighed 937 pounds and 4 ounces and it was worth a lot more than a million dollars. Everybody wanted to buy it. Someone offered Daddy 2 million, then someone else offered 3 million. Then a man drove up in a black limousine and wanted to write a check for 5 million dollars on the spot. But Daddy just shook his head, smiling in that nice way of his. “That’s an awful lot of money, sir, but I think I’ll have to pass.”



This reminds us of another great story about a fallen star— Stardust by Neil Gaiman. In both stories, people try to make money off a star that falls from the sky.



Sister and Brother said he was holding out for a better price, but I wasn’t so sure. I had a feeling there was something different on his mind. We did make money by selling tiny meteorites though. It was Brother’s idea. He talked Daddy into buying a couple of metal detectors. Said that there was something called a “debris path,” where little chunks of rock flew off and fell on our farm. He was right. We went out every day with the metal detectors and picked up buckets of little stars.



T



hree months after the meteorite struck, Daddy asked us into the barn. Sitting on the meteorite was a tiny white box he had hammered together. There



was a slit in the top.
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Brother picked it up and shook it. “It’s empty.” “That’s right,” Daddy said. “The lid’s nailed shut,” Brother observed. “We’ll get it open soon enough.” Daddy put the box back on the meteorite, then turned to us. “Let’s go for a walk.” It was another cold day, and we traipsed through the crunchy snow to the back field. The Dog followed along until he saw where we were going, then he turned and trotted back to the house. Daddy pointed at the gash in the field. “If that meteorite had gone a thousand yards What literary device is the author using here? What does it tell you about Sister’s feelings?



further, it would have landed on the Johnsons’ place.” He pointed to the east. “Five hundred feet further, it would have landed in the Earlys’ pond.” He pointed to the south. “About a mile further, and it would have landed on the Teters’ land.” Finally he pointed to the north. “Two miles further, it would have landed right in the middle of town.” He shook his head sadly. “That could have been bad.” He looked at us all in turn. “But that meteorite fell on our land, and now we have a decision to make. There’s a museum that wants to pay us 7 million dollars for it.” That was too much money for us to wrap our minds around except for Sister, whose eyes lit up like sparklers on the Fourth of July. “As far as I can figure, we have two choices,” Daddy said. “We can sell it, or we can keep it.” “We can’t keep it,” Mama said. “I like meeting new people, but we can’t have them coming here at all hours of the day and night.” Daddy smiled at her. “I agree. We have to start putting our fields in soon, and there won’t be time to show the rock to folks. What I propose”—he fixed his eyes on us again—“if we decide to keep it, is to move the meteorite into town. I was talking to the mayor this morning, and she was telling me how well things have been going since the meteorite fell. The hotel hasn’t had a vacancy in three months, and the stores can’t seem to keep



What problem could the meteorite solve?



enough supplies on the shelves to satisfy all the new customers passing through. She said that they would build a little museum around our rock, and of course we can go visit it anytime we want.” “A loan?” Brother asked. Daddy nodded. “A permanent loan.” “And we would get nothing?” Sister asked. “Rock Creek is broke,” Daddy said. “They can’t afford to pay anything.” He looked at Brother. “How many of those little meteorites have we sold?” “Close to 600,” Brother answered. “We have at least twice that many left. And I’ve saved most of the good ones. There’s several as big as your fist.” Daddy looked back at Sister. “You got yourself a car?” Daddy looked at Mama. “You got yourself a new set of cupboards?” “They’re beauties,” Mama answered. Daddy looked at Brother. “You got yourself that telescope?” Brother nodded, then Daddy looked at me. “And as soon as summer comes we’re going
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“Yes, sir.”



to put an addition on the house?” “A room of my own,” I said. Mama and I had been drawing up plans for my new bedroom all week. “We’ve paid down some of our debt on the farm,” Daddy continued. “We’ve put some money aside to pay for your college, and my truck is working fine now. The point is that the meteorite has done all of us a lot of good.” He looked at the ground and kicked at a clod of dirt, then looked up and said, “Here’s what I believe. Getting what you need out of something is better than getting all that you can out of something.”



Why does he count the meteorites this way? Why doesn’t he look inside the box?



None of us said a word. “But it’s not just up to me,” he continued. “The space rock belongs to the entire family. Here’s what we’re going to do.” He reached into his pocket, pulled out five tiny meteorites, kept one for himself, and handed out the rest. “One at a time, I want you to go down to the barn. If you think we should sell the space rock, throw your meteorite away. If you think we should keep it in town, put your meteorite in the box. When you’re finished, go on into the house. I’ll come down last and we’ll open the box and see what we’re going to do. If there aren’t five meteorites in that box, we’ll sell the big one, no questions asked.” Brother went first (him being the youngest), then me, then Sister, then Mother. We sat in the kitchen waiting for Daddy. He seemed to take a lot longer than the rest of us, but he finally came in carrying a claw hammer and the white box. He set the box on the table, pried the lid off, then without looking he reached his hand inside and pulled out the first meteorite.



Would you have voted to donate the meteorite or sell it?



“One,” we all said out loud. He reached in again. “Two.” “Three.” “Four.” He felt around inside the box, pulled his hand out and opened it. “Five,” he said quietly.



There’s a space rock in our barn



What ghosts are these?



istockphoto.com. Illustration by GARY HANNA



that fell to Earth upon our farm. People came from near and far to see our piece of shooting star. In the end we had to free it because our family didn’t need it. There’s a space rock in our town— it stopped the ghosts from coming around. People come from miles away to see the rock that will always stay.



d ut rn o rea abo . u T t le te e i ag rtic teor p a e e th ling e m il if hr al-l t e a r a
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Space Attack MILLIONS OF ROCKS ARE HURTLING THROUGH SPACE. WHAT REALLY HAPPENS IF ONE OF THEM HITS US? By Justin O’Neill



A



s the sun rises on February 15, 2013, the people of Chelyabinsk, Russia, start their morning as usual, yet the 1.1 million residents of this busy city are in for a very unusual day. They do not know that a space rock measuring 55 feet across is headed directly toward them.



razor-sharp shards of glass into homes, schools, and offices. In a single terrifying instant, 1,200 people are injured. What had just happened?



Rocks From Above Ever look up at the night sky and see a shooting star? Beautiful, you, though—a shooting star is



to Earth for thousands of years.



leaving behind an eerie trail of



not really a star; it’s a meteor, the



Now it is entering our atmosphere,



smoke. Some run outside for a



stream of light produced when a



the layer of gases that surrounds



better look. Others pull their cars to



rock burns up in the atmosphere.



the planet, and picking up speed as



the side of the road, alarmed.



Our solar system has millions of



it zooms toward the surface. It gets so hot that it starts to crumble. Now it’s 15 miles above the ground. It



What was that? A missile? A plane crash? Aliens? Two uneasy minutes pass. And



rocks: asteroids (large space rocks), comets (part rock, part ice), and meteoroids (smaller space rocks).



then—BOOM! SMASH! Invisible



Especially-large meteors, like the



shock waves shake the city. Walls



one in Chelyabinsk, are called fire-



puzzled, as a brilliant fireball



collapse. People are knocked to the



balls. Any pieces of rock that land



streaks across the blue-pink sky



ground. Windows shatter, flinging



on Earth are called meteorites.



won’t be long until . . . it explodes! People in Chelyabinsk gawk,
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yes? Don’t let the name confuse and disappears in a blinding flash,



This rock has been circling close



These rocks are leftovers from



it would be catastrophic. Sixty-five



says B612 spokesperson Diane



when our solar system formed



million years ago, an asteroid strike



Murphy. “We’re creating windows



billions of years ago. Most of these



likely led to the extinction of the



for Spaceship Earth.”



rocks orbit the sun, as planets do.



dinosaurs. That asteroid, which



Generally, they stay in the asteroid



was six miles across, crashed off the



zooming toward Earth, we could



belt between Mars and Jupiter, but



coast of what is now Mexico. Dust



alter its path by crashing an



sometimes they knock into their



clouds from the explosion blocked



unpiloted spacecraft into it. If that



neighbors and, bouncing around



out the sun—perhaps for months—



wasn’t possible, we might at least



like bumper cars, stray close to us.



causing plants and animals to die.



have time to evacuate cities in the



Could something like that happen



asteroid’s path.



Each day, Earth is bombarded by some 100 tons of debris from



If we spot a large asteroid



again?



Future Impacts



space. Most of this debris burns up



Events like the Chelyabinsk



in the atmosphere without causing



fireball are rare; few of today’s



any harm. But if an asteroid larger



scientists imagined they would live



is a reminder of something that’s



than a mile across were to hit Earth,



to see anything like it. Very large



easy to forget: We are drifting



asteroid strikes, like the one that



through space, and we are not



probably did in the dinosaurs, are



alone. Drifting with us are objects



even more rare. They happen only



that may someday pose a threat.



RUSSIA EUROPE



Area of detail



once every 100 million



But according to Murphy, there



years or so.



is no reason to panic. Asteroids are part of the universe. There



For some people,



ASIA Kara Sea



AFRICA



though, that is not rare



is nothing we can do about that,



enough. Currently, a group



but we do have the technology to



of experts is working to



prepare for future impacts.



ensure that a giant asteroid FINLAND



ESTONIA



Moscow



LATVIA LITHUANIA



RUSSIA



EUROPE



in Chelyabinsk was killed; most



RUSSIA



The B612 Foundation,



injuries were minor. And now,



Chelyabinsk



founded by former astro-



many people in the area have a



nauts, is building a satellite



new hobby: hunting for meteorites.



called Sentinel that will



Even small fragments from the



serve as our planet’s eyes,



fireball may be worth thousands of



hunting for asteroids as it



dollars. If you saw one, though, you



orbits the sun.



probably wouldn’t think it was any-



UKRAINE



KAZAKHSTAN



Caspian Sea



“Right now, we’re on ASIA



Scale of Miles Mediterranean Sea



0



Fortunately, not one person



never strikes Earth again.



BELARUS



Black Sea



What happened in Chelyabinsk



400



800



Spaceship Earth, and we’re flying through the universe without any windows,”



thing special. Most meteorites look like boring old black rocks. If you saw one, you’d probably walk right by.



•



WRITING contest In what ways can the extraordinary natural event of a meteorite landing on Earth affect people? (Think about how it can affect individuals as well as communities.) How would you react if a meteorite landed in your town? Answer both questions in two paragraphs. Send your response to METEORITE Contest. Five winners will each get a copy of Roland Get this Smith’s great new book Chupacabra. See page 2 for details. activity Online WWW.Scholastic.com/Scope • SEPTEMBER 2013
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